GRADUATE STUDENT CONFERENCE

6, 13 October 2020

Due to the COVID-19 emergency, the discussions will take place in the videoconference. Pre-registration is required. Please follow the link to register in advance for this meeting: https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZEqduqtqDspE9UksfMLDDdfrvzu3YdI2LQH
After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the meeting.

Evaluation Committee:
Stefano BENATI; Louisa Rosemary PARKS; Jens WOELK

---

6 October, 16:15 - 16:45 - Giulia DAGA
Constructing Oman’s Peaceful Identity: An Analysis of Sultan Qaboos bin Said’s Foreign Policy Discourse
**Supervisor:** Pejman ABDOLMOHAMMADI

6 October, 16:45 - 17:15 - Michele MAZZETTI
Poverty Anywhere Endangers Prosperity Everywhere: Social Clauses and the EU’s Commitment to Fair Globalisation
**Supervisor:** Matteo BORZAGA

6 October, 17:15 - 17:45 - Claudio Christopher PASSALACQUA
Competitive Advantages in Setting International Telecommunication Standards: A Comparative Analysis of China, the US and the EU
**Supervisor:** Arlo POLETTI

---

13 October, 14:00 - 14:30 - Valentina PIOL
Ethnic Organised Crime Groups: Assessing Countermeasures Adopted by EU Member States
**Supervisor:** Andrea DI NICOLA

13 October, 14:30 - 15:00 - Irene SERANGELI
Are you a refugee? Refugee Status Determination in the EU response to the 2015 Refugee Crisis
**Supervisors:** Luisa ANTONIOLI and Andrea CRESCENZI (CNR)

13 October, 15:00 - 15:30 - Andrei TARASOV
Separatism on the Rise: Explaining the Sudden Increase of Secessionism in Catalonia and Scotland
**Supervisor:** Emanuele MASSETTI

13 October, 15:30 - 16:00 - Vanessa UGOLINI
**Supervisor:** Alessandra RUSSO, Advisor: Georgios GLOUFTSIOS